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Thimbles The Ragdoll Kitty
Hoodie

[ Thimbles ]
$100.00

Product #: 6181

Thimbles is a little ragdoll kitty... literally!
She's made of scrips, scraps, buttons and
twine. She can solve any problem with
just a needle (and thimble off course)
and doesn't sweat the small stuff. 

Want to wear a tail with your hoodie?
Make it a combo and save $5 on your
tail! 

Tail will match your color theme. Tail
measures approx. 30" long and can be
pinned to your hoodie or worn on a belt.

Hoodies by Pawstar are not only warm,
cozy and adorable, but practical as well!
Unisex sizing for a comfy fit, toasty anti-
pill fleece to keep your hoodie looking
great for many years!

Handcrafted with 15 years of
professional experience! As with all our
creations, this item comes with a lifetime
manufacturer's warranty: if the item
breaks from general use and wear
despite proper care, we will fix or replace
it for free!

Materials: Anti-Pill Fleece

Options Available
[ Accent color ]

- select an option -

[ Make Mine a Combo! ]

- select an option -

[ Size ]

- select an option -
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Get It Custom!
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